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Team Formation for GTU MOTORSPORTS Team

Vision of honourable Vice Chancellor for Team formation of GTU ROBOTICS QLUB is to build

essential skills such as team work, team spirit, managernent work, pressure handling, decision

making, extensive gain of technical knowledge, Circuit designing, programming among students
pursuing engineering through GTU affiliated colleges. Mission of GTU AUTOMOBILE CLUB is to
provide opportunity to young, enthusiastic and talented engineering students to showcase their
passion in Automobile, Design, and Manufacturing.

About Team

Team GTU Motorsports is an extracurricular, student-run initiative dedicated to the
development of a Formula-style race car for the Formula Student competition. The team's chain of
command is analogous to a corporate firm to provide students with many other fields of experience
along with technical and practical knowledge.

The vision reflected through this studerrt project seeks to enhance student knowledge and
practical proficiency. Each year thc, team represents GTU in national and international
competitions such as Formula Bharat, Supra SAE lndia, and other Formula Student competitions.
These are design competitions which follow the standards of the prestigious Formula SAE/Formula
Student competitions held across the globe. Since the establishment of the team, the students
have thrived to achieve nothing but excellence and have worked upon themselves to be closer to
an 'Engineer'than just an 'Engineering graduate'.

Undergraduates and graduates pursuing Engineering, Management or Arts, who are willing to
work in Technical and Non-Technical departments of the team may apply to be a part of the team
through the link below.

To register online:

https ://forms.gle/kbBUf Kf LxcWu LM5 b9
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Last Date to fill the Registration form: 15th October 2021

Team Formation Examination to be conducted online.

Team Formation lnterviews to be held online and Offline: 17th October

Venue (for offline): G.l.S.C (Block 3), L.D College of Engineering, Ahmedabad, Gujarat.

For more details about Team GTU Motorsports, please visit GTU Motorsports - Website

For any queries regarding the recruitment process or the workflow of the team, drop a message or

call us on +91 9265052649 Aditya Dadia


